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Abstract The AC dipole has been proven to be a powerful tool 

To further improve the luminosity in polarized proton 
operation of the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider, correction 
of the horizontal two-third resonance at store is desirable. 
The long-lasting coherent beam oscillations, produced by 
the AC dipole, are used to measure 3Q,'s resonance driv- 
ing term hsoooo through the analysis of turn-by-turn beam 
position data with the algorithm outlined by J. Bengtsson. 
The resonance driving term h30000 can be compensated 
with the 12 arc chromatic sextupole families. In this article, 
we will review the technique of h~soooo resonance driving 
term's measurement and correction with AC dipole excita- 
tion in the RHIC, followed by the preliminary beam exper- 
iment results from the RHIC 2006 polarized proton run. 

INTRODIJCTION 

To increase the tune space available for beam-beam gen- 
erated tune spread, a third order resonance correction at the 
current working point (Q, = 28.685, Qy = 29.695) for 
polarized proton (pp) operation in the Relativistic Heavy 
Ion Collider (RHIC) is desirable [I]. At the current work- 
ing point the fractional horizontal tune Q, is constrained 
by the third order resonance Q, = 213, and the tenth order 
resonance Q, = 0.7. With Q, close to 0.7, both luminos- 
ity and polarization suffer. A further increase in the bunch 
intensity will push the particles in the center of the bunch 
to third order resonance Q, = 213. 

In Ref. [2], the basic theory of the sextupole first order 
driving terms is outlined, and an algorithm is provided to 
extract first order driving terms from turn-by-turn (TBT) 
actions J,  ( N ) .  With a modified Fast Fourier Transforma- 
tion (FFT) technique, the betatron tune Q, in the spectrum 
of x, and the 3Q, peak in the spectrum of the action J, (N), 
can be precisely calculated [3]. According to Ref. [2], the 
peak at 3Q, in the spectrum of J, ( N )  is linked to the 3Q, 
resonance. 

To be able to extract h30000 from TBT beam position 
monitor (BPM) data, a long-lasting, coherent, and large 
amplitude betatron oscillation is required. At 100 GeV, 
after 5 consecutive kicks with the tune meter kicker, the 
maximum oscillation amplitude of the beam center is about 
1.5 mm at BPM rbpm.bo6-bh4. A disadvantage of the 
kicked BPM data is its fast decoherence and small ampli- 
tude. In addition, too many kicks increase the emittance 
significantly. 
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to produce long-lasting coherent beam oscnllations with 
large amplitude. If the driving strength of AC dipole is 
ramped up and down adiabatically, no significant emittance 
increase is observed [4]. The TBT BPM data taken at the 
flattop of AC dipole excitation can be used for linear as 
well as nonlinear lattice measurements [5,6]. 

In the 2006 polarized proton run, dedicated beam exper- 
iments were carried out at the RHIC injection to verify the 
technique to measure the thrid order resonance driving term 
h30000 with the TBT BPM data produced the AC dipole 
excitation. The 12 chromatic sextupole families were used 
to correct the 3Q, driving term h,30000 at the observation 
point, while keeping the first order chromaticities and other 
5 first order sectupole driving terms unchanged. In this op- 
timization there are totally 12 variables and 12 constraints. 

In the following, we first review the principle of mea- 
surement and correction of the third order resonance driv- 
ing term h30000. Then, the preliminary results from the 
beam experiments in the RHIC 2006 pp run were presented 
and the challenge in this technique is discussed. 

BACKGROUNDS 

First order resonance driving terms 

Sextupoles produce the following first order geometric 
driving terms, 

They will drive the resonances Q,, 3Q,, Q,, Q, - 2Q,, 
and Q, f 2Q,, respectively, and are therefore called res- 
onance driving terms. From Eqs. (1)-(5), each resonance 
driving term is a complex number, 

Aijk10 and $ijklo are the amplitude and phase of the driving 
term hijklo, respectively. 



According to Refs. [2], the perturbed betatron motion 
with first order resonance driving terms are: 

+... 
(7) 

where J,(W) is the horizontal and vertical actions of the 
3 t h  turn. The (P, and (P, are phases of the horizontal and 
vertical betatron oscillations. In Eqs. (71, J ,  is the average 
actions. 

AC dipole excitation 

In beam experiment, the AC dipole is used here to pro- 
duce the long-lasting coherent beam oscillation BPM data 
from which hsoooo can be extracted. By exciting the beam 
with an AC dipole at a frequency in the vicinity of the be- 
tatron frequency, a coherent beam oscillation with large 
amplitude can be generated at the drive frequency. If the 
amplitude of the AC dipole strength is ramped up and 
down adiabatically, there is no significant emittance in- 
crease. In RHIC, the AC dipole drive tune is typically 
Qd = Qx * 0.01. The AC dipole strength ramps from 
zero to its maximum value in about 6000 turns, or 76 ms. 
The TBT BPM data are taken at the flattop of the AC dipole 
excitation. 

Extracting h,30000 

On either side of the RHIC IRs, there are two dual-plane 
BPMs, located between quadrupoles 4 3  and Q4. These 
two BPMs, rbpm.bo6-bh3 and rbpm.bo6-bh4, are sepa- 
rated by a 36.2984 m long drift. A construction of the 
(x ,  p,) and J,(N) from the 1024 turn-by-turn data at the 
horizontal 'x-position readingst of the BPM rbpm.bo6-bh3 
was done in the hsoooo measurement. The horizontal Twiss 
parameters can be derived with an ellipse fitting, or a har- 
monic analysis with the 1024 TBT BPM data. 

According to Eq. (7), we can determine the amplitude 
and phase of the 3Q, resonance driving term h30000 with 
an FFT of the TBT action J,(N). The amplitude and 
phase of the 3Q, peak in the J z ( N )  spectrum are A ~ Q ~  
and Q3&, , respectively. Then, the amplitude and the phase 
of h30000 are given by 

(P30000 = @ 3 ~ ,  - 34s: (9) 

where K is the amplitude ratio of the Q, and 3Q, peaks in 
the spectrum of J,(N). Note that the Q, peak in the spec- 
trum of J, (N)  is located at zero frequency, which gives the 
average of J,(N), or J, in In Eqs. (7) . For Eq. (lo), we 
have assumed that 3Q, = p, with p being an integer. 

Correcting hsoooo 

There are a total of 144 sextupole magnets in the 6 arcs 
of each RHIC ring. In the previous runs, only two fami- 

lies, one focusing and one defocussing, were used for the 
first order chromaticity correction. In an attempt to correct 
the third order resonance driving term h30000 in Run 2006, 
we split the arc sextupoles into 12 sub-families since there 
are a total of 12 arc sextupole power supplies in each ring. 
This correction scheme allowed us to control the two first 
order chromaticities, and the other five complex first order 
resonance driving terms (5*2) from sextupoles. The singu- 
lar value decomposition (SVD) technique is used for this 
optimization. 

Simulations of the third resonance driving term mea- 
surement with AC dipole and corrections with different 
schemes were given in Ref. [7, 81. 

BEAM EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

In the RHIC 2006 run, dedicated beam experiments were 
carried out at the injection to verify the method to measure 
and correct the third order resonance 3Q,'s driving term 
haoooa with the AC dipole excitation. The key point to this 
etchnique is to obtain the useful TBT BPM data and ex- 
tract solid h30000 resonance driving term, including its am- 
plitude and phase. Based on the measurement of h30000, 
its correction can be applied with the 12 arc chromatic sex- 
tupole families. 

In the beginning of this beam experiments, the TBT 
BPM data from the kicked beam by the RHIC tune meter 
kicker were used to extract h30000 resonance driving term. 
At the injection, after 5 kickings in 5 consecutive turns, the 
maximum oscillation amplitude of the kicker bunch center 
can reach 1,2mm, which was not sufficient to extract the 
hsoooo resonance driving term. And the decoherence after 
kickings also prevented us using these TBT BPM data from 
kicked beam oscillation. 

Then, we used the RHIC AC dipole to coherently ex- 
cite the beam to produce high quality long-lasting coherent 
TBT BPM data. The AC dipole excitation tune was cho- 
sen to be h0.1 away from the betatron tune. In the beam 
experiments, intolerable beam time deterioration was ob- 
served when the beam was excited to higher oscillation am- 
plitudes. This may be due to the poor beam dynamic aper- 
tures in the RHIC 2006 pp run. The maximum oscillation 
amplitude of the bunch center in the triplets in our beam 
experiments was below 3.0mm. During the TBT BPM data 
were taken, only horizontal beam oscillation was excited 
with AC dipole. The vertical tune was set far away from 
the vertical third order resonance 3Q,. 

The AC dipole excited TBT BPM data at rbpm.bo6-bh3 
and rbpm.bo6-bh4 were taken while we were pushing the 
beam to the 3Q, resonance line. At each horizontal tune, 
the AC dipole was fired with different excitation strengths. 
And we also measured h30000 resonance driving term when 
we included extra cosine and sine terms of h30000, using the 
12 arc sextupole families with the l~~~~~~ response matrix. 

As an example, Fig. 1 shows the TBT normalized co- 
ordinates (x,, x,,) at BPM rbpm.bo6-bh3 for data set 
"acdH2nux+0.01~0.3 16inj29.sddsn. Fig. 2 shows the 



TBT action J,(N) for same data set. This data set were 
taken under the condition that the horizontal betatron tune 
was ,674 and the AC dipole driving tune was 0.684. Fig. 3 
shows the spectrum of J, ( N ) .  In Fig. 3,  the 3Q, peak at 
tune 3 x 0.684 - 2 = 0.052 can be clearly seen. 

For most of the data sets we took, the 3Q, peaks did 
show up in the spectrum of J,(,XT). However, we found 
that the measured amplitudes and phases of I L ~ ~ ~ ~  didn't 
repeat very well from measurement to measurement, al- 
though more measurements at same beam and AC dipole 
extitation conditions helped some. The unsatisfactory SIN 
in the measurement of h30000 may be linked to the the small 
oscillation amplitudes of the bunch center. The third or- 
der resonance motion only shows up with large beam os- 
cillation amplitude. And during these beam experiments, 
malfunction of the low level signal generator in the AC 
dipole system was reported. Therefore, the technique of 
measuring h30000 driving term with AC dipole excitation 
was not well established in the RHIC run 06. This also pre- 
vented applying affective h30000 correction in these beam 
experiements. 

Figure 1 : The TBT normalized coordinates (x,, x,,,). 

Figure 2: The TBT action J, ( N ) .  

Figure 3: The spectrum of .J, (N). 

CONCLUSION 

To further improve the luminosity in polarized proton 
operation of the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider, correction 
of the horizontal two-third resonance at store is desirable. 
Dedicated beam experiments were carried out at the injec- 
tion in the RHIC 2006 pp run to verify the method to mea- 
sure and correct the third order resonance 3Q,'s driving 
term h30000 suggested by J .  Bengtsson in Ref. [2]. The 
Ac dipole was used to produce the long-lasting coherent 
TBT BPM data. ~230000 can be extracted from the spec- 
trum of TBT action J,(N). The 3Q, peak in the spectrum 
of TBT action J,(hT) was observed in the beam experi- 
ments. However, the unsatisfacto~y S/N signal in the h30000 
measurement prevented affective h30000 correction in these 
beam experiments. 
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